Abstract. In this article, text-generating means are expressed. Moreover, the particles as the text-generating formal-grammatical element are expressed. The actuality and means generating it are stated. The functions of all types of particles that forming actuality is reviewed together with the relevant text examples. The role of all types of the particles is explained within the text.
Introduction. There exist various types of relations between text forming units. The sentences do not only make a sequencein any text. The relation between sententences of text occurs when the constituent of sentence is either used in the same way in other following sentences or replaced with another constituent which is semantically and grammatically similiar with it.The usage of these relations in the text appears in the result of repetition of the devices which are used in the sentences following each other and serving the same purpose of these devices in terms of both form and meaning. Lexical devices are the devices which make up a certain type of relations between sentences.The above mentioned devices create the main frame for text forming.
The main term of text forming is the interrelation of sentences that the text contains. This interrelation is realized by the sequence of sentences which are connected with each other by conjunctive devices or asyndetically in a certain way [1, p. 127-128] .
N. Novruzova who deals with devices stipulating interrelation of text distinguishes three types of devices: lexical, morphological, and syntactical.
She gives broad information about pronouns while dealing with lexical devices. She mentions conjunction, particle and modal words as morphological devices that make this relation. She generalizes repetition, position of the sentences and word order in the sentences which forms a text as syntactical devices [ The main part. Particles take different positions within a text; as a formal and grammatical element between components, as an intensifying device of components, as a morphological element that specifies and restricts meaning of text, etc. Particles are expressive means of different semantic and grammatical relations and take part in forming coherent texts directly. From this point of view, particles have different types of meaning and each of them gives peculiar colorfulness to the text in which they are used, serves to make sentences logical and expression fluent. In this sense, the text forming function of particles will be looked through separately. We will also pay attention to the text forming features of particles to explain more clearly and in detail according types of their meaning.
Intensifying particles: axı, ki, (ən) lap, ha, hətta, belə, elə, artıq, daha, bir, bircə, da, də, ca, cə. This type of particles intensifies the idea expressed in the text, distinguishes the component in which it is used from other sentences, enhances the strength of the meaning and leads to reveal the main idea easily. It serves to the cohesion between components which comprise the text from the aspect of form.
The actualization role of the participle "axı" is an undeniable fact. It realizes cohesion between the components within the text, enables intensification of the idea expressed after it. Its text forming function is free; it can be placed in any positioning a syntactic whole.
- In the given example the particle "axı" while being used in the first sentence of the text emphasizes the content, makes the idea more precise and binds it with the previous text as well.
The particle "axı" has derived from the word "axır" and when used in the position of particle it means "result", "consequence". It has changed gradually its form as a result of dropping the last consonant. It intensifies the meaning of the text whose components are connected by this particle, makes the expressed idea more exact. Both particles give the text explanative intonation.
Еy gözləri cəllad, kirpiyi almas, Gör nə dеrəm, bir sözümə qulaq as! Axır sənə mən еylərəm iltimas, Buraya tək naz istəməz, bəri bax! [from" Qoşmalar" by M. P. Vaqif]
The particle "ki" is placed in the middle or at the end of the sentence according to its position within the components of text. It also emphasizes the meaning expressed in the text. The particle "lap" carries the same semantic and functional features with the particle "ki" and both function as a means of actualization in the text.
Qotazlı In the example "ki" is followed by names in both cases and causes the pronunciation of the preceding words under the stress. We obviously distinguish between the particle "ki" and the conjunction "ki" according to their function of forming actualization. This conjunction is separated in the text by a comma.
Intensifying particles emphasize the meaning of words or word combinations which constitute the components of text, or generally of the components. So, particles emphasize expressiveness of word, word combination or sentence to which they refer a bit more than other components of the text, specify the meaning and allows more emotional expression of the idea compared to other sentences. Particles differentiate the sentence in which they are used from other sentences. Particles act both as a text forming morphological element and as a means of providing significative expression of coherence within the text.
Specifying particles (elə, məhz, əsl, -ca, -cə).Specifying particles as formal and grammatical elements of text forming explains and clarifies the meaning of the word which they belong to. They stipulate the pronunciation of the word to which is referred under the stress. In general, it does not impact only the meaning of word or expression, but also the meaning of components forming complex syntactic whole.
Təxminən, bir həftə əvvəl Şövqi həyatında çox vacib bir qərar verdi. Artıq bütün gücünü, əslində, əzabını və məşəqqətini bir yerə toplayıb inandı ki, daha doğrusu, özünü inandırdı ki, bu ağır, ağlasığmaz cinayəti heç bir başqa adam yox, məhz o, Şövqi törədib [from Edam vaxtını dəyişmək olmaz (story), by K. Abdulla].
The specifying particle "məhz" which stands at the beginning and the end of the given text influences the common meaning of the text. The particle placed at the beginning determines the identity of the person about who is spoken. However, there are some formal and grammatical elements of text forming; only the specifying article "məhz" actualizes the meaning.
Restrictive particles (yalnız, ancaq, bircə, təkcə, elə). Restrictive particles which are one of the means connects the constituents of complex syntactic whole stand before word or word combination which they qualify and limit the meaning of the text. This feature distinguishes restrictive particles from intensifying and specifying particles from the semantic point of view.
The particles "ancaq", "təkcə" serve to bind the sentences together which make up the text. The pronoun səni replacing the word "Beyrək" is restricted by using both the particles "ancaq" and "təkcə" several times and pronounced under a specific stress.
- Question particles (ki, bəs, məgər, yəni, ha, -mı, -mi, -mu, -mü) are frequently used in the Azerbaijani language and appear in interrogative sentences. We will look through "-mı" (-mi, -mu, -mü) as a question particle. Being one of the functional parts of speech it is added to the words which function as parts of the sentences and express the question in the sentence. The place of the particle with the word which it is added can be anywhere in the sentence and it has different syntactical functiont. As the particle "-mı", (-mi, -mu, -mü) became an affix, it had been considered as an interrogative ending for a while. Undoubtly, it can be considered as an affix because of adjoiningthe end of words and appearing in the language in the form of affix. On the other hand, it can not be regarded only as an interrogative ending of only one part of speech (ex: as an ending of the verb) since it can be added not only to one part of speech but also to all the notional parts of speech and express interrogation or turn the whole sentence into an interrogative sentence. It should be called as an affix-particle [6, p. 259] .
- Imperative particles (bax, gəl, gəlsən, gələsən, gəlsənə, gəlin, gələsiniz, qoy, qoyun, gör, görün, görək, görsün, ha, da, də, di, -sana, -sənə) express wish, advice, instance, warning etc. in complex syntactic whole, the components of which are linked to each other by them.Imperative particles have various types based upon their formal and grammatical structure;particles used as particles, notional parts of speech and affixes at the same time.
The particle "gəlsənə"differs from others as there exist particles such as "gəl", "sənə", "gəlsənə" seperately. It is necessary to differ them in the text. Result. Dealing with the structure of the sentence its two characteristic features are mentioned. Namely, it deals with two different types of division. One of them is a grammatical division according to parts of sentence in the syntactical level. The other is an actual division regarded as a specific division. Actual division is based on logical categorization of the sentence. The terms "logical subject" and "logical object" are used instead of the terms "subject" and "predicate". Here the analysis of suprasyntax, the units larger than sentences is remarkably paid attention to. After the analysis of the suprasyntax the devices forming actualization are involved in the analysis. Under the term actual division the principle of relevance between actualized and non-actualized components is meant. The actualization of any component of the sentence differentiates it from other components logically and semantically. This actualization is realized by different types of devices. The most frequently used of these devices is particles.
